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Application of 
computational 

statistical 
methods for 

drug discovery

Using data 
mining, machine 

and statistical 
learning 

techniques

To reduce the 
amount of labour 
and high costs by 

directing
screening studies

Prediction of 
novel 

bioactive 
drug - target 
protein pairs

Exploiting 
physical, 

chemical and
biological

properties of 
drugs & targets
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INTRODUCTION

Drug 
discovery

• First step in drug development

• The process by which new candidate medications are identified

• A labour intensive and expensive process

• Low rate of new therapeutic discovery

• R&D cost of each new drug → US $1.8 billion (in 2010)

Chemo-
genomics

• Systematic screening of libraries of small molecules against 
individual drug targets

• Aim → the identification of novel bioactive drug-target pairs

Difficulties

Problems:

Low precision
(high FPs)

Increase
thresholds

Low recall
(high FNs)

Scarcity of high
confidence
predictions

A new method

- for inferring novel bio-active small mol. - target protein pairs

- in a supervised fashion using verified pair info from ChEMBL

Similarity detection approach

- using the sequential and the structural properties of the mol.

- domains on target proteins & molecular fingerprints on drugs

Enriching the number of predictions

- by combining predictions from 2-dimensions w each other

- new targets similar to the target in the verified pair  

- new drugs similar to the drug in the verified pair

We propose:

Verification on:

PI3K/AKT/mTOR Pathway:

- Amplification, mutation, translocation and epigenetic modification of 
PI3K/AKT pathway genes are frequently reported in cancer samples

- Plays a key role in various types of liver cancer

- Utilization of this pathway is of utmost importance for the development 
of novel therapeutic strategies

(I)
Target

protein 
side

(II)
Small

molecule
drug side

Classification
of small mol.
considering

their
molecular 
fingerprint 
similarities

Probabilistic
mapping between

small molecule
drugs and protein 

domains

Domain mapping
• Drug molecules interact with specific binding sites on target proteins

• this information is usually not available, but we have the drug-target associations

• binding sites are unique parts of the protein domains, other proteins containing the same domain 

will have the same binding site

Target protein predictions:

Drug (small 
molecule)

Target protein
Domain

Binding site

Small molecule classification
• Molecules with the shared target domains are grouped together

(each group contains all ligands with a distinct mapped domain)

• Molecular similarities between the members of each group were 

calculated (using ECFP4 fingerprints), Significant similarity

threshold: 0.5 (Tanimoto coefficient)

• The ligands in distinct groups are clustered

• New molecules significantly similar to the ones in the 

corresponding cluster are mapped to the domain

Preliminary Test Run:

• ChEMBL 17 → the source for the manually curated bioactive small 

molecule - target protein pairs

• UniProtKB/SwissProt v2014_01 → sequence and annotation source for 

target proteins 

• The activity data with specified parameters downloaded via SQL:

 Assay type: Binding

 Target type: single protein

 pChEMBL value > 5

• InterPro v.49 → Domain information for the target proteins

Input query statistics from ChEMBL:

342450 interactions between189190 small molecules and 2774 proteins

Statistics from domain mapping & small molecule classification:

819 domains were mapped to 21858 small molecules in 51021 cases (224

domains selected after small molecule classification)

Output predictions:

653 novel bioactive small molecule - target protein pairs between                

85 proteins and 320 small molecules

RESULTS
Drug prediction for PI3K/AKT pathway proteins:

• Protein network for PI3K/AKT pathway has been  generated by Ersahin et. al. (in review) by curating 498 peer reviewed 

literature publications 

• The pathway consists of 254 proteins and 478 links in-between

• Pathway proteins has been searched among the bioactive drug – target protein pair prediction results

• 4 proteins from the pathway received 112 novel drug predictions (UniProt accessions of the proteins: P15692, P53667, 

P53671, Q00987)

• One of these proteins Q00987 has roles in multiple pathways and the protein received 102 drug predictions in the analysis

CONCLUSIONS

- We proposed a new method to obtain novel high confidence bioactive drug-target predictions

- Prediction set is enriched geometrically by combining new target protein and new drug predictions

- Preliminary analysis has been done on a sub-set of ChEMBL and UniProt databases

- Novel inhibitor drug predictions has been obtained for the proteins in PI3K/AKT pathway

Future work:

- An extended analysis will be carried out using entire ChEMBL and UniProtKB database entries

- Extended predictions for the pathway proteins will be inspected to obtain alternative inhibitor combinations for blocking the

pathway effectively and selected molecules will be experimentally verified on the pathway in Cancer Research lab, METU

- Following the evaluation of the verification experiment results it is planned to apply the method to other pathways


